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Abstract. The oscillations observed in many time series, particularly in biomedicine,
exhibit morphological variations over time. These morphological variations are
caused by intrinsic or extrinsic changes to the state of the generating system, hence-
forth referred to as dynamics. To model these time series (including and specifically
pathophysiological ones) and estimate the underlying dynamics, we provide a novel
wave-shape oscillatory model. In this model, time-dependent variations in cycle
shape occur along a manifold called the wave-shape manifold. To estimate the
wave-shape manifold associated with an oscillatory time series, study the dynam-
ics, and visualize the time-dependent changes along the wave-shape manifold, we
apply the well-established diffusion maps (DM) algorithm to the set of all observed
oscillations. We provide a theoretical guarantee on the dynamical information re-
covered by the DM algorithm under the proposed model. Applying the proposed
model and algorithm to arterial blood pressure (ABP) signals recorded during gen-
eral anesthesia leads to the extraction of nociception information. Applying the
wave-shape oscillatory model and the DM algorithm to cardiac cycles in the elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) leads to ectopy detection and a new ECG-derived respiratory
signal, even when the subject has atrial fibrillation.
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1. Introduction
Oscillatory time series are ubiquitous in various scientific fields, such as physiology,
medicine, epidemiology, and economics. If the period of oscillation is fixed, the time
series is said to exhibit seasonality; if the period is not fixed, the term cyclicity is
used. The period of an oscillatory physiological time series is rarely fixed. Figure
1 is an example of a physiological time series that is commonly encountered in the
modern hospital environment. Besides the period of oscillation, a visual inspection
of this time series reveals several additional quantities that change with time: the
amplitude, the trend, and the shape of each oscillatory cycle – a distinct quantity that
we refer to as the wave-shape. In biomedicine, these changes are the direct result of
modulations in the state of the human system that generated the time series. In this
sense, detecting and quantifying modulations in the time series is akin to observing
the dynamics of that human system.
For seasonal time series, existing approaches to quantifying the available dynamical
information include the seasonal auto-regressive integrated moving average (SARIMA)
model [11], the trigonometric Box-Cox transform, and the trend and seasonal com-
ponents algorithm (TBATS) [18], among others [12]. However, these methods are
inherently limited when the time series’ period and amplitude of oscillation, not to
mention the wave-shape, are non-constant. Modern time-frequency analysis tools like
the synchrosqueezing transform (SST) have been considered for non-seasonal signals
[12]; however, as we will carefully discuss in the supplementary material, both the
model behind the original SST and its generalization [31] fail when modulations in fre-
quency, amplitude, or wave-shape do not occur gradually (a phenomenon commonly
seen when the underlying human system assumes pathophysiological status). Since
well-behaved human systems are rarely of clinical interest, this challenge necessitates
a different model for analyzing oscillatory physiological time series and, in particular,
a tool for extracting the dynamics encoded by the time-varying morphology of their
cycles.
1.1. Evidence from the clinic for the necessity of a new time series model.
Biomedical time series are routinely used in the clinic to monitor a variety of human
systems. While we envision the wave-shape oscillatory model’s applicability to many
of these types of time series, our motivation for the wave-shape oscillatory model
comes in particular from the existing clinical approaches to cardiovascular waveform
analysis. In this field, the oscillatory cycles from cardiovascular time series such as
the ABP and ECG signals are processed in order to infer physical properties of the
cardiovascular system. For example, vascular wall tension, blood volume, and cardiac
contractility all affect the shape of the oscillatory cycles in the ABP signal and can
therefore be inferred [38]. Unifying the existing approaches to pulse waveform analy-
sis is the search for canonical features of the oscillatory cycle that empirically measure
physical properties of the cardiovascular system. In the clinic, the relative and abso-
lute positions of canonical landmarks on the pulse wave-shape (such as the well-known
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Figure 1. An arterial blood pressure (ABP) signal obtained from
a patient undergoing the endotracheal intubation surgical procedure.
This oscillatory physiological time series changes in amplitude and fre-
quency over time in response to the noxious stimulation associated with
intubation. In addition, the shape of its non-sinusoidal oscillatory cy-
cles (pulses) is also time-varying. This distinct type of modulation has
strong clinical importance, and we refer to it as wave-shape modulation.
dicrotic notch) serve as indicators of cardiovascular status [2]. Examples of these in-
dicators include augmentation pressure [55] and the augmentation index [39]. These
indicators are widely used because of their simplicity and empirical consistency. On
one hand, the features of one patient’s wave-shape are compared with the features of
another patient’s wave-shape in order to facilitate diagnosis; this approach has been
proposed as a guide for the medical treatment of high blood pressure [2]. On the other
hand, the features of one patient’s wave-shape are compared with the features of his
or her successive wave-shapes in order to summarize that patient’s progress during
surgery or treatment. For example, commercial monitoring instruments such as the
FloTrac™system (Edwards Life Sciences, Inc., Irvine, CA, USA) bring physicians a
continuous and relatively non-invasive assessment of the hemodynamic system by
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estimating cardiac output, mean arterial pressure, stroke volume, stroke volume vari-
ation, and systemic vascular resistance from the pulse waveform. This information
facilitates the clinical management of hemodynamic instability [52, 44, 50].
The first limitation consistent across these existing approaches is that they rely
on a priori knowledge about the physiological significance of contrived pulse wave-
shape features, limiting their applicability across mediums and rendering them useless
for analyzing nascent or alternative signal types. Second, the relationship between
cardiovascular state and the pulse wave-shape may be more delicate or comprehensive
than is implied by the ad hoc constructed feature. Third, the impact of a significant
change in cardiovascular state may be undetectable by the human eye or inconsistent
across subjects, in which case the traditional approach to detecting that change
would fail. Fourth, features that depend on the existence and detection of canonical
landmarks struggle when encountering pathological or noisy waveforms. Specifically,
if the waveform is pathological, the more delicate landmarks may be missing or may
not have the same physiological significance. Moreover, the analysis of long-term
signals would require the development of numerous sensitive and precise landmark
detection algorithms, the lack of which would result in compounded inaccuracies. Due
to these limitations in the field of pulse waveform analysis, there is evidently a need
for an alternative statistical model that makes precise the manifestation of dynamics
in cardiovascular time series exhibiting wave-shape modulation and an accompanying
algorithm that can succeed in estimating those dynamics.
1.2. Contributions. First, we introduce the wave-shape oscillatory model, a novel
approach to describing an oscillatory time series exhibiting wave-shape modulation
(see Section 2). The model generalizes both traditional approaches to cardiovascular
waveform analysis and modern mathematical approaches to oscillatory time series
analysis. We make precise the standing assumption that changes in cycle shape are
reflections of the dynamics of the underlying system. We introduce the notion of a
wave-shape manifold: a structure hosting the set of observed cycles whose dimen-
sionality is intuitively restricted by the number of independent factors giving rise to
wave-shape modulation. In Section 3, we suggest analyzing a time series adhering to
the wave-shape oscillatory model by applying the diffusion maps (DM) algorithm to
its set of oscillatory cycles, and we show that by doing so, one is guaranteed to recover
the dynamics hidden in that time series. (The theory is postponed to Section 8 of
the supplementary material.) We study two clinical databases to demonstrate that
the proposed model allows us to generate a compact representation of the dynamical
information hidden in an oscillatory physiological time series that may be patholog-
ical (see Section 4 and Section 6 of the supplementary material). The main article
is closed with a discussion in Section 5. In Section 7 of the supplementary material,
we provide a mathematical discussion of the wave-shape oscillatory model’s rela-
tionship to previous attempts to modeling oscillatory time series with time-varying
wave-shape.
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2. The wave-shape oscillatory model
In this section, we provide a novel model for oscillatory time series featuring wave-
shape modulation that is suitable for analyzing pathological subjects. The first con-
sideration for our model is that an oscillatory time series can be viewed as a sequence
of cycles. If f : R → R is an oscillatory time series, we assume that there is a set of
functions M ⊂ L2(R) so that each cycle of f (after shifting the cycle from its time
of occurrence to the origin) is a member of M. For simplicity, we will assume that
the support of each cycle is contained in the interval [−1/2, 1/2]. An analysis is not yet
feasible if we do not impose any conditions on M. Therefore, we take the following
physiological fact into consideration: the internal physical and chemical conditions of
an organism are well-constrained, even when under pathophysiological status. This
condition leads us to assume that M is a low-dimensional structure embedded in
L2(R), and, to enable the analysis that will follow, we additionally assume that M
is a smooth and compact Riemannian manifold. In Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, we make
these notions precise.
Definition 2.1. A time series f : R→ R adheres to the wave-shape oscillatory model
with wave-shape manifold M⊂ L2(R) if
f(t) =
∑
j≥1
sj(t− tj) + ε(t),(1)
for all t ∈ R, where tj ∈ R is the time at which the j-th cycle occurs, sj ∈ M is the
j-th cycle, and ε : R→ R is stationary white random noise with mean zero and finite
variance.
Definition 2.2. Let H be the subspace of C2(R) consisting of functions whose support
is a subset of [−1/2, 1/2]. A wave-shape manifold is a smooth, compact, and low-
dimensional Riemannian manifold embedded in H.
Note that H is a pre-Hilbert subspace of L2(R) and that the smoothness imparted
to each oscillatory cycle is necessary for drawing connections with previous mathe-
matical approaches to modeling oscillatory time series. We do not impose any addi-
tional conditions on the appearance of M; in general, M may be disconnected and
have a boundary. Our intention with the wave-shape manifold is to acknowledge the
complicated nonlinearity of the structure underlying the time-dependent variations
in wave-shape. See Figure 2 for a visual example of a contrived wave-shape manifold.
The structure of the wave-shape manifold is obviously guided by its classical land-
mark structure. However, it is also guided by other morphological features that we
may not be able to quantify easily via landmarks. Finally, we reiterate that the wave-
shape oscillatory model has not arisen from thin air, but is inspired by traditional
approaches to cardiovascular waveform analysis and generalizes recent mathematical
approaches to modeling oscillatory time series. The intimate relationship between
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the proposed wave-shape oscillatory model and the model behind the SST [31] is
elaborated upon in the supplementary material (see Section 7).
Figure 2. An illustration of a contrived wave-shape manifold. We
build a collection of oscillatory cycles by dilating and scaling a template.
We show a three dimensional embedding of this collection obtained by
principle component analysis. Points in the embedding are colored
according to their associated dilation factor.
2.1. The underlying dynamics. The generation of the sequences {sj}j≥1 and
{tj}j≥1 is a discrete dynamical process
(2) (sj, tj) = T ((sj−1, tj−1), (sj−2, tj−2), ...) ∈M× R
wherein succeeding oscillatory cycles and their locations may depend on the location
and morphology of any number of preceding cycles. The process T will be different
for each physiological signal, and it is not possible to exhaustively discuss all cases
here. However, in the case of the ECG signal, some progress has been made. Models
describing the generation of {tj}j≥1 (independently of {sj}j≥1) have been developed
to aid in heart rate variability (HRV) analysis; these models include the long-range
correlation model [40], the history-dependent point-process model [4], and others [14,
Chapter 4]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the generation of {sj}j≥1 has not
been explicitly modeled.
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We emphasize that Model (2) is suitable for modeling pathological recordings,
which is less considered in the literature. For example, an ECG signal featuring pre-
mature ventricular contractions (a common cardiac arrhythmia) like those shown in
Figures 4 and 15 has a wave-shape manifold with at least two connected components,
and abnormal triggering points in the ventricles cause the sequence of observed os-
cillations to jump from one component of the manifold to the other. Modeling this
“exterior force” is yet another challenge.
𝑠2
𝑠5
𝑠4
𝑠3
𝑠1
𝑠6
Figure 3. An illustration of the process generating the parameters
of f , a time series adhering to the wave-shape oscillatory model. On
the surface of the wave-shape manifold M, we show the sequence of
wave-shape functions {sj}j≥1 observed in the time series.
3. Estimating the underlying dynamics
The ultimate goal is obtaining T from the recorded signal f . However, one challenge
to obtaining T is the dependence between {sj}j≥1 and {tj}j≥1. For example, in the
case of the ECG signal, there is a nonlinear relationship between the QT interval
(i.e., the support of sj) and the R-to-R interval (i.e., tj − tj−1) [36]. In this paper,
we provide an algorithm to depict the profile of T . We begin by providing a brief
problem statement. Suppose a time series f : R → R adheres to the wave-shape
oscillatory model (see Definition 2.1 and Definition 2.2). We assume that the times
{tj}j≥1 ⊂ R demarcating f ’s oscillatory cycles have been correctly determined. We
assume that we can build a set X = {xj}j≥1 ⊂ L2(R), where
xj(t) =
{
sj(t) + ε(t+ tj) if t ∈ [−1/2, 1/2]
0 otherwise
(3)
for all j ≥ 1 (see Figure 4), where the set {sj}j≥1 has been dynamically sampled from
M according to some never-zero and sufficiently smooth probability density function.
Our goal is to obtain a smooth embedding ρ : M→ Rb for some b > 0 such that
‖ρ(xi)− ρ(xj)‖ ≈ g(si, sj),(4)
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for all pairs of integers i and j, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm, and g
denotes the Riemannian metric on M. Note that our use of the word embedding
implies that the topology and differential structure of M has been preserved. This
mapping should be robust to the noise ε in the time series, and b should ideally
be small. The low-dimensionality of Rb is desirable because it guarantees that the
observed dynamics can be studied from a compressed viewpoint. The robustness and
metric-preserving properties of ρ guarantee that M is maintained as accurately as
possible. With this embedding, the dynamical process T can be studied by analyzing
a collection of b time series associated with ρ:
{e>k ρ(xj)}j≥1,(5)
where 1 ≤ k ≤ b, and ek ∈ Rb is a b-dimensional unit vector with a 1 in the k-th
entry. In most cases, we cannot expect b to be the dimension ofM, and while we do
not obtain the complicated dynamical process T , each of the b resulting time series
allows us to study T from a different viewpoint.
To achieve the above goal, we turn to the field of unsupervised manifold learning.
We apply the well-established DM algorithm [16] to the set X . The DM algorithm’s
nonlinear approach to obtaining an approximate isometry of the data manifold using
only a discrete set of samples is based on the idea that, for a smooth and closed
Riemannian manifold, the eigenfunctions of its associated heat kernel (or Laplace-
Beltrami operator) can be used to almost-isometrically embed the manifold in `2,
following a normalization in terms of the corresponding eigenvalues [8]. (This map-
ping is called the spectral embedding.) The DM algorithm is a kernel-based method
designed to manage abstract data sets for which only local information is known. It
maintains several advantages over linear methods when dealing with nonlinear mani-
folds embedded in Euclidean space. First, by approximating the spectral embedding,
DM can accurately estimate the geodesic distance between any pair of close points
on the data manifold when the data is sampled without noise. Moreover, due to the
DM algorithm’s ability to encode the geometry of the manifold in terms of a gener-
alized notion of frequency that is afforded by the magnitude of the eigenvalues of its
Laplace-Beltrami operator, DM gain an additional noise-robustness property that is
exceptionally useful for high-dimensional, real-world data [22]. Theoretical develop-
ments behind the DM algorithm have been extensive. Since the DM algorithm relies
on discretely approximating eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator using
eigenvectors of a matrix called the graph Laplacian (GL), the spectral convergence
of the GL to the Laplace-Beltrami operator and the associated rate of convergence
have been studied [51, 20]. Other contributions are discussed in the supplementary
material.
3.1. Diffusion maps. In this subsection, we review the steps of the DM algorithm
that we intend to apply to the set of a time series’ oscillatory cycles in order to
recover its associated wave-shape manifold. Take a point cloud X := {xi}Ni=1 ⊂ Rp.
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Construct an N ×N affinity matrix W so that
Wij = e
− ‖xi−xj‖
2
h(6)
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , where the bandwidth h > 0 is chosen by the user. When
the signal-to-noise ratio is low, it is beneficial to set Wii = 0 [22]. To simplify the
discussion, we use the radial basis function to design the affinity, but we are free to
choose a more general kernel. Moreover, DM can be defined on a point cloud in a
general metric space, but we focus on compact subsets of Euclidean space. Given
0 ≤ α ≤ 1, define the α-normalized affinity matrix by
W (α) = D−αWD−α,(7)
where D is a diagonal N ×N matrix given by
(8) Dii =
N∑
j=1
Wij.
By choosing α = 1, the influence of the probability density function is negated [16].
Define the diffusion operator by
A :=
(
D(α)
)−1
W (α),(9)
where D(α) is a diagonal N ×N matrix given by
(10) D
(α)
ii =
N∑
j=1
W
(α)
ij
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N . We call D(α) the degree matrix associated with W (α). Then A is
diagonalizable and has real eigenvalues because it is similar to the symmetric matrix
P =
(
D(α)
)−1/2
W (α)
(
D(α)
)−1/2
.(11)
Write φ1, φ2, ..., φN ∈ RN for the eigenvectors of A, and write the corresponding
eigenvalues as
1 = λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λN > 0.(12)
We know that φ1 =
[
1 · · · 1]> ∈ Rn because the sum of each row of A is one.
Moreover, λ1 > λ2 when the graph associated with W
(α) is connected. Finally,
λN > 0 comes from the fact that the chosen kernel is positive definite (by Bochner’s
theorem [27]). The α-normalized DM (with diffusion time t > 0 and truncated to
0 < d < N dimensions) is defined as
(13) Φ
(d)
t : xj 7→
(
λt2φ2(j), λ
t
3φ3(j), ..., λ
t
d+1φd+1(j)
) ∈ Rd,
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N . Note that λ1 and φ1 are ignored in the embedding because they
are not informative. No universal rule exists guiding the choice of d. The choice
depends on the problem at hand and can be obtained by optimizing some quantities
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of interest while paying mind to limitations imposed by the structure of the manifold
[41].
3.2. Proposed algorithm for dynamics recovery. Our novel algorithm for ex-
ploring the dynamics encoded by a time series adhering to the wave-shape oscillatory
model is as follows. The algorithm is composed of four main steps, and the details of
each step depend on the physiological time series that is under consideration. Sup-
pose the time series is sampled uniformly at fs Hz for T > 0 seconds; that is, there
are in total n := bT × fsc sampling points. Denote the discretized time series as
x ∈ Rn.
(1) Apply any suitable beat tracking algorithm (such as [35] if f is an ECG signal)
to determine the locations of all oscillatory cycles in x. Suppose there are N
resulting cycles. Denote the location (in samples) of the i-th oscillation as ti,
where t1 < t2 < . . . < tN .
(2) Extract the individual oscillations from x. Denote the i-th oscillatory cycle as
xi ∈ Rp, where p > 0 depends on the frequency of the oscillation. Note that
these segments may overlap, in general. Define X := {xi}Ni=1 ⊂ Rp. Based
on our model, X is a set of points sampled (possibly with noise) from the
wave-shape manifold M associated with x.
(3) Apply the DM algorithm to the set X in order to recover the manifold M.
Write Φ
(d)
t : X → Rd for the truncated time-t DM, where t, d > 0 are chosen
appropriately.
(4) Recover the dynamics on the wave-shape manifold by constructing the time
series ti/fs 7→ Φ(d)t (i). Optionally, interpolate this time series over the duration
T of the original recording. Note that when we recover the wave-shape man-
ifold (prior to visualizing the dynamics of interest), we forget the temporal
relationship among points in X . After the wave-shape manifold is recovered,
the temporal relationship is reconsidered in order to study the dynamics.
By performing these four steps, we are making estimates for the landmark locations
{tj}j≥1, the noisy wave-shape functions {xj}j≥1 (3), and the wave-shape manifold
M. However, we do not explicitly estimate the wave-shape functions {sj}j≥1.
We take this opportunity to elaborate on the extraction of individual oscillations
from x. One strategy is to delineate oscillatory cycles by first fixing universal con-
stants a, b > 0 and then setting
xi(j + a+ 1) = x(ti + j)(14)
for all −a ≤ j ≤ b. Due to the non-constant period of oscillation, a choice of a+ b+ 1/fs
which exceeds the minimum period observed in the time series will result in some xi
containing information from xi−1 or xi+1. If a+ b+ 1/fs does not meet the maximum
period observed in the time series, then it may happen that xi represents only a
portion of the full oscillation. In general, the cycles si and si+1 can overlap, which
is frequently the case when analyzing ECG signals featuring cardiac arrhythmia or
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the majority of pulse waveforms. Our approach will be to ignore regions in which
overlapping occurs by making smaller choices of a and b.
4. Atrial fibrillation in the ECG signal
Atrial fibrillation (Af) is a cardiac arrhythmia associated with heart failure and
stroke [10]. During Af, ventricular contractions occur irregularly and lack P waves
(see Fig. 4). The atria activate rapidly and persistently, generating a noise-like com-
ponent in the ECG signal called the fibrillatory wave (f -wave). Patients with Af
frequently experience ventricular ecotopy: premature heartbeats initiated by abnor-
mal triggering points in the ventricle wall and not by the sinoatrial node. In the
ECG signal, premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) appear to occur earlier than
expected, lack P waves, and have relatively wide QRS complexes. With a forecasted
8 million cases in the United States by 2050, Af is the most common sustained cardiac
rhythm abnormality [3, 37]. Regularly encountering Af in ECG analysis is inevitable.
Modeling an ECG signal featuring Af is difficult because of the irregular heart rate
and the commonly-encountered PVCs that cause transient changes in ventricular
complex morphology. As such, the existing mathematical techniques are limited for
extracting dynamical information from ECG signals featuring Af. We use this op-
portunity to showcase the effectiveness of the wave-shape oscillatory model; we show
that the proposed algorithm for dynamics recovery can yield physiologically relevant
information from an ECG signal featuring Af.
4.1. Methods and Results. The ECG signal used in this demonstration (of which
Figure 4 is an excerpt) is taken from an overnight polysomnogram (PSG) recorded
from a 61-year-old male at the sleep center in Chang Gung Memorial Hospital
(CGMH), Linkou, Taoyuan, Taiwan. The Institutional Review Board of CGMH
approved the study protocol (No. 101-4968A3). The Alice 5 data acquisition system
(Philips Respironics, Murrysville, PA) was used. Among the available channels, we
consider only the first of two ECG leads and the CFLOW signal (a nasal cannula-based
respiratory signal), which were both sampled at 200 Hz. We manually selected a 35-
minute section of the recording which we determined to contain no motion artifacts.
Measurement noise and powerline interference in the ECG signal are suppressed by
applying a bi-directional, third-order Butterworth lowpass filter with a cutoff fre-
quency of 40 Hz. Baseline wandering is estimated and subsequently removed using
a two-step process [17]. First, we apply a median filter with a window size of 200
ms to the ECG signal. Then, we apply a median filter with a window size of 600
ms to the output of the previous median filter. We detect the QRS complexes in
the ECG signal by applying a standard high-accuracy QRS detector [35]. Write the
pre-processed ECG signal as a vector x ∈ Rn, where n = fs × T is the number of
samples, fs = 200 Hz is the sampling rate of the signal, and T = 2155 is the duration
of the recording in seconds. We find N = 2676 R peaks in the ECG signal. Write
the location in samples of the ith R peak as ri. By defining a window surrounding
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Figure 4. We show an ECG signal featuring atrial fibrillation. This
recording also features premature ventricular contractions (PVCs).
This time series is difficult to model because the ventricular contrac-
tions appear irregularly. Moreover, the shape of each PVC is signifi-
cantly different than the shape of its preceding normal beat.
each R peak that extends 80 ms to the left and 400 ms to the right, we are able to
excise each cardiac cycle. Define
X(i, j + b0.08× fsc) := x (ri + j)(15)
for all −b0.08 × fsc ≤ j ≤ b0.4 × fsc. Clearly, X(i, j) ∈ RN×p, where p = 96. Note
that the row-ordering of X subliminally encodes the temporal information.
We now apply the DM algorithm to embed the data manifold (whose sampled
points are the rows of X) into R32 via Φ(32)t , where we use a diffusion time of t = 10
and a normalization factor of α = 1. The bandwidth parameter h in (6) is set to be
the first quartile of the set{
p∑
k=1
[X(i, k)−X(j, k)]2 : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N
}
.(16)
We obtain a matrix E ∈ RN×32 whose rows are the embedded cardiac cycles; that is,
rowi E = Φ
(32)
t (rowi X) .(17)
To compress the available dynamical information, we obtain a low-rank approxima-
tion of E. Specifically, we set U ∈ RN to be the top left-singular vector of E. We
can view U as a time series whose value at ri/fs seconds is U(i). In Figure 5, we see
that U encodes coarse morphological differences between heartbeats, serving as an
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unsupervised detector of PVCs. We can split the set of heartbeats into two clusters
using U. We define
C1 = {1 ≤ i ≤ N : U(i) ≥ 0} C2 = {1 ≤ i ≤ N : U(i) < 0}.(18)
We assume that the larger set contains the normal heartbeats that were triggered by
the sinoatrial node. In our case, we found that |C1| < |C2| and that non-negative
values of U were indicative of ventricular ectopy in the ECG signal. Ventricular
ectopy detection is a well-studied discipline that aims to automate the search through
ambulatory ECG recordings for irregular heartbeats known to be associated with
conditions such as cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure [48, 30, 9, 26, 47].
We visualize the clustering of heartbeats in Figure 6.
Figure 5. The time series U, representing transitions between con-
nected components of the wave-shape manifold, corresponds to coarse
changes in heartbeat morphology.
We can now examine wave-shape modulation among those heartbeats not belonging
to the ectopic class. We expect the normal heartbeats in the ECG signal to lie on
a distinct connected component of the wave-shape manifold. A recovery of this
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Figure 6. A low-rank approximation of X through the singular value
decomposition yields a visualization of the set of cardiac cycles in the
ECG signal. Heartbeats belonging to the set C1 are colored green, and
those belonging to the set C2 are colored purple. The set C2 contains
2113 heartbeats, and the set C1 contains 563 heartbeats.
component is simply a submatrix F ∈ R|C2|×32 of E. Write V ∈ Rb4T c for the piece-
wise cubic spline interpolation of col1 F to a regular sampling rate of 4 Hz, recalling
that F(i, 1) is the value taken by the time series during the i-th normal heartbeat.
A normalization procedure makes it easier to detect V’s oscillatory behavior:
V̂(i) :=
V(i)− 1
21
∑10
j=−10 V(i+ j)∑10
k=−10
[
V(k)− 1
21
∑10
l=−10 V(k + l)
]2(19)
We show V̂ ∈ Rb4T c in Figure 7 above the simultaneously recorded CFLOW signal from
the PSG. The signal V̂ is evidently capturing the changing state of the respiratory
system. This result is to be expected; respiratory volume is known to be related to
the amplitude modulation of the ECG signal. When the lung is full of air, the ECG
electrode moves further from the heart, and thoracic impedance increases, causing
the amplitude of the recorded ECG signal to decrease. On the other hand, when the
lung is empty, the ECG electrode moves closer to the heart, and thoracic impedance
decreases [15, Chapter 8]. This relationship between respiratory volume and the
amplitude of the ECG signal has lead to the design of ECG-derived respiration (EDR)
signals [28, 53]. In the case of Af, these algorithms are challenged by the presence
of the f -wave and any ectopic beats. However, our natural, bottom-up approach
based on the wave-shape oscillatory model successfully obtains the desired dynamical
information from an ECG signal in the presence of both of these obstacles.
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Figure 7. The time series V̂ (blue) correlates well with the simu-
lataneously recorded respiratory signal (bottom). The traditionally
acquired EDR signal (based on measuring the RS heights of non-PVC
beats) shown in orange appears to provide less reliable respiratory in-
formation. For reference, we show the time series U (top) whose peaks
indicate the presence of ectopic heartbeats in the ECG signal.
5. Discussion
In this paper, we propose a novel wave-shape manifold to model the time-varying
morphology of cycles commonly observed in oscillatory physiological time series. We
mention that the proposed wave-shape manifold model has been implicitly applied in
fetal ECG analysis [46], f -wave analysis [34], intracranial electroencephalogram anal-
ysis [1], and as a novel imaging technique for long-term physiological time series [54].
This is the first time we provide a systematic discussion of the model. This wave-
shape manifold model is then used to model oscillatory physiological time series; we
coin this model the wave-shape oscillatory model. The wave-shape oscillatory model
generalizes the traditional phenomenological model by capturing nonlinear changes
in cycle morphology which occur due to all factors and not simply amplitude and
frequency modulation. Moreover, it bypasses the troublesome “slowly varying” as-
sumption and allows for rapid changes in cycle shape. Given a time series adhering
to the wave-shape oscillatory model, we apply the well-established DM algorithm to
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its set of oscillations to recover the dynamics encoded by their time-varying mor-
phologies. The performance and usefulness of the proposed model and algorithm are
evaluated on two real physiological time series: the ECG signal (see Section 4) and
the ABP signal (see Section 6 in the supplementary material). We show that the
proposed approach has the potential to obtain clinically relevant information from
a non-traditional perspective. Last but not least, it is worth mentioning that, com-
pared with our approach, using contrived features based on landmarks to quantify
the oscillatory pattern is a dimension reduction step that is not data-driven from the
machine learning viewpoint and may result in the loss of important information.
5.1. Clinical application. In this study, we use two data sets to demonstrate the
proposed model and algorithm. First, we show that applying the proposed model
and algorithm to a single-lead ECG signal simultaneously yields ventricular ectopy
detection and a new EDR signal. This result was obtained on a time series whose
frequency and wave-shape were not slowly varying and showcases the effectiveness
of the wave-shape oscillatory model for handling pathological ECG signals. The sec-
ond database consists of an ABP signal recorded during the endotracheal intubation
surgical procedure. Through this database, we can observe the cardiovascular effects
of endotracheal intubation as documented by the ABP wave-shape. Even though
patients in an unconscious state would not feel pain, the surgical step still elicits no-
ciception in the human body and produces dynamic effects on the circulation system;
these changes are encoded as subtle wave-shape modulation in the ABP signal. The
proposed algorithm has the potential to help quantify noxious stimuli during surgery,
and we will report this application in future work.
The proposed algorithm can be directly applied to visualize long-term physiological
time series. As technology advances, ultra-long-term monitoring systems are growing
in availability, effectiveness, and popularity [5]. However, complimentary tools for
the analysis and visualization of ultra-long-term signals are lacking. Specifically, it is
difficult to directly visualize a 3-hour long physiological time series (such as an ABP
signal) using the current patient monitoring system. Most of the time, the transition
from one state to another is delicate and slowly occurring, making it difficult to per-
ceive by directly looking at the time series. Our approach, however, has the potential
to reveal long-term dynamical information by excising the times series’ cycles and
embedding them into a low-dimensional space via the DM algorithm [54]. The result
is a set of information-dense time series recorded at a much lower sampling rate than
the original signal. Ultimately, we expect to generate a holographic visualization tool
for long-term physiological time series. While this topic is out of the scope of the
current paper, we have begun to explore it in other work [54].
5.2. Comparison with existing manifold models for time series. It is impor-
tant to mention that there have been several attempts to study time series by taking
a manifold model into account. A well-known approach is Takens’ lag map [49].
Suppose the discrete dynamics of interest are described by a function X : N → M,
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where M is a d-dimensional manifold, and that we observe these dynamics via an
observational function f : M→ R; that is, we have a time series Y = f ◦X. Takens’
lag map is obtained by constructing a set of vectors Yp,τ := {y(τ)i }i∈N defined as
y
(τ)
i :=
[
Y (i) Y (i+ τ) · · · Y (i+ (p− 1)τ)]> ∈ Rp,(20)
for all i ∈ N, where τ > 0 and p > 0 are chosen by the user. When p > 2d and
mild conditions on τ , f , and X are met, the set Yp,τ is related to the set {X(i)}i∈N
via an embedding of M into Rp [49, 42, 45]. Usually, the next step is evaluating
the topological invariants and differential structure of M from Yp,τ . In our model,
however, the manifold comes from excising the oscillatory cycles, not Takens’ lag
map. Note that to recover the wave-shape manifold, we collect oscillatory cycles
by taking the temporal location of landmarks into account. Due to the inevitable
non-constant instantaneous frequency, these landmarks do not appear regularly in
the time series. Assuming the extracted cycles are vectors of length p, they form a
strict subset of Yp,1, one which is unobtainable using Takens’ lag map. If the period
of oscillation happens to be a constant L samples, then the set of oscillatory cycles
is exactly Yp,L.
5.3. Future work. The proposed model opens several research directions. First,
we need to estimate T , and hence forecast the time series. To this end, we need to
systematically model and explore the intertwined processes generating {tj}j≥1 and
{sj}j≥1 in (26) that would allow a full quantification of the underlying system and
aid in predicting future behavior. An exploration depends on the signal type and the
clinical problem of interest, and we will approach these problems in future work.
From the algorithmic perspective, our algorithm requires us to determine at least
one landmark for the oscillatory pattern in order to delineate cycles and construct
the point cloud associated with the wave-shape manifold. However, doing so might
not always be possible. When the instantaneous frequency is slowly varying, we may
count on the de-shape short-time Fourier transform [31] to demarcate the cycles.
In general, the problem of cycle delineation is challenging and might depend on
the signal type and application. Moreover, while the wave-shape oscillatory model
and the proposed algorithm have been shown to work well for several physiological
time series, our approach to fully quantifying wave-shape modulation depends on the
assumption that either oscillatory cycles do not overlap, or that we do not need the
information contained in the overlapping regions. We may need a better algorithm
when the information contained in the overlapping regions is critical.
Third, from the theoretical perspective, the spectral embedding and spectral con-
vergence results we count on to validate the DM algorithm are not complete. For
example, while the spectral embedding result helps explain how the DM works, it
does not fully explain if, and when, the DM can achieve dimension reduction. Specif-
ically, to the best of our knowledge, there is no result discussing how to estimate NE
(c.f. [41, Theorem 5.1]) from what is known or assumed about the geometric and
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topological profile of the manifold. Without this piece of information, we cannot even
estimate the number d (13) of eigenvectors needed to reconstruct the manifold. To the
best of our knowledge, this direction is relatively empty and needs more exploration.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
6. Pulse waveform analysis during general anesthesia
We use a clinical data set to study the physiological responses of the cardiovascu-
lar system to surgical events. To this end, we analyze pulse wave-shapes obtained
from the arterial blood pressure (ABP) signal. We study a particular surgical event,
namely endotracheal intubation, in which a tube is fed through the mouth and into
the trachea in order to facilitate ventilation of the lungs. It is well known that this
procedure elicits nociception and a response by the autonomic nervous system (ANS).
This response includes a change in heart rate and an elevation in both blood and pulse
pressure. The change in heart rate corresponds to frequency modulation (FM) in the
ABP signal, the change in blood pressure corresponds to a modulating trend, and
the change in pulse pressure corresponds to amplitude modulation (AM). We are
interested in detecting wave-shape modulation independently of AM, FM, and trend
modulation. We will detect and quantify wave-shape modulation by applying the
wave-shape oscillatory model and the associated algorithm for dynamics recovery.
6.1. Material. The ABP signal used in this experiment was collected in the op-
erating room in Shin Kong Wu Ho-Su Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan. With
the goal of analyzing the dynamic response of the human body to distinct surgical
steps, its parent database’s collection was approved by the local institutional ethics
review boards (Shin Kong Wu Ho-Su Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan; IRB No.:
20160106R and 20160706R), and written informed consent was obtained from each
patient. By using standard patient monitoring instruments (Philips IntelliVue™), the
data was collected via the third-party software, ixTrend™Express ver. 2.1 (ixellence
GmbH, Wildau, Germany). The sampling rate of the ABP channel was 125 Hz. The
moment of each surgical step was registered using purpose-made software so that
precision of the registration time was less than one second.
6.2. Data preparation. First, we upsample the ABP signal (by zero-padding the
signal’s Fourier transform) to a sampling rate of 2000 Hz to enhance the resolution.
The ABP signal is truncated so that it begins 30 seconds before the intubation
event and is 360 seconds (6 minutes) in duration. We estimate and remove the
trend from the ABP signal by applying a median filter with a window length of 2
seconds. This step removes the blood pressure information. To obtain all pulses
from the ABP signal, we detect a landmark on each cycle associated with the pulse
wave arrival time using a modified version of a systolic wave detection algorithm for
photoplethysmography [24]. This landmark is determined by finding the maximum
of the first derivative during the ascending phase of the ABP pulse; that is, the point
at which the signal ascends fastest. Suppose the ABP time series is discretized as
A ∈ Rn, where n = bfs × T c, fs = 2000 is the sampling rate in Hertz, and T = 360
is the duration of the recording in seconds. To remove false pulses and pulses that
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are corrupted by noise, the i-th pulse is discarded if the number of significantly wide
local maxima between the i-th and (i+ 1)-th pulse wave arrival times is larger than
three. In practice, a more sophisticated signal quality index can be considered [23].
Suppose that there are N detected pulse arrival points remaining, and that their
locations (in samples) are {ai}Ni=1. The interval between two consecutive oscillations
is Li := ai+1 − ai, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. Set L := minN−1i=1 Li. Delineate the cycles in
the ABP signal as
Xi(bfs × 0.08c+ j + 1) := A(ai + j),(21)
where i = 1, . . . , N and −bfs× 0.08c ≤ j ≤ L−bfs× 0.08c. Clearly, Xi ∈ Rp, where
p = L+ 1. Next, we remove the pulse pressure information by normalizing each Xi.
Set
(22) Xi(j) := σ
−1
i (Xi(j)− µi)
for j = 1, . . . , p, where µi is the mean of Xi and σi is the standard deviation. Fi-
nally, we assemble the collection of ABP pulses as XA := {Xi}Ni=1. The point cloud
XA encodes the morphological information of the ABP waveform, and the temporal
information is preserved in the sequence {ai}Ni=1.
6.3. Result. We apply the DM algorithm to the set XA. We pick α = 1 and a
diffusion time of t = 1. We select the bandwidth h to be the 25th percentile of the
set {‖v − v40‖2 : v ∈ XA}, where v40 represents the 40-th closest pulse to v from the
set XA in terms of the Euclidean distance. The first two coordinates of the DM
provide an intuitive visualization. In Figure 8, we show the embedding of the cycles
from the signal in Figure 1. In this ABP recording, the stimulus event, endotracheal
intubation, occurred around the 30-second mark. To read the physiological evolution
elicited as nociception, we read the trajectory shown in Figure 8, wherein the em-
bedded cycles are colored according to their time of occurrence (ai/fs). This subject’s
trajectory is evidently non-linear.
Before the noxious stimulus, the pulse waveform is stable. The dark blue points
in the embedding represent the patient’s baseline pulse wave-shape. In response to
the stimulus event, the pulse rate increases, causing the width of each wave-shape
to decrease. Moreover, a prominent peak appears between the systolic peak and
the dicrotic notch (see Figure 9). These abrupt and relatively significant changes
are reflected in the large distance between the blue points and the cyan points in
the embedding. By the 150-second mark, the pulse rate has returned to its baseline
value (see Figure 10), but the prominent peak between the systole and the dicrotic
notch remains. The heart rate then begins to descend below its baseline value, and
the prominent peak is shown to depress by the end of the recording. This finding
indicates a nonlinear relationship between the wave-shape and the heart rate. It
is worth mentioning that since the blood and pulse pressure information has been
removed (through normalization), the embedding only reflects the dynamics encoded
in the wave-shape modulation and the frequency modulation.
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This finding coincides with our physiological knowledge: the stimulus invokes a
series of physiological responses that include elevated heart rate, vasoconstriction,
increased heart contractility, and their subsequent interactions. The impact of the
stimulus decays after a while, and the physiological status gradually stabilizes. In
summation, this embedding helps visualize the cardiovascular system’s transient dy-
namical response to the stimulus event (endotracheal intubation): a combination
of vascular wall tension, blood volume, and heart contractility modulations that in
turn modulate the pulse wave-shape. Validating the potential of this algorithm for
quantifying nociception in the operating room will be investigated in future work.
Time (seconds)
Figure 8. We show a two-dimensional embedding of the pulse wave-
shapes extracted from a 360-second arterial blood pressure (ABP) sig-
nal. The signal was recorded from a patient undergoing general anes-
thesia before and after an endotracheal intubation event. The ABP
signal is shown in Figure 1. The intubation event takes place at the
30th second, indicated by the black arrow on the colorbar.
7. Previous mathematical models for non-seasonal periodic time
series
The wave-shape oscillatory model takes an approach to modeling time series like
the ECG and ABP signals that generalizes previous mathematical models.
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Time (seconds)
Figure 9. We superimpose the normalized pulse wave-shapes from the
set XA. After normalization, only frequency (width) and wave-shape
modulation effects are perceivable. After the stimulus event at the
30-second mark, the pulses become less wide, and a prominent peak
protrudes between the systolic peak and the dicrotic notch. These
effects then continue to subtlely evolve throughout the recording.
7.1. The phenomenological model. To begin describing these previous mathe-
matical models and their relationships to the wave-shape oscillatory model, consider
a time series of the form
f(t) = s(t) t ∈ R,(23)
where s ∈ C1,α(R) is 1-periodic (in the sense that s(t) = s(t + 1) for all t ∈ R)
and possibly non-sinusoidal. In particular, the function s restricted to the interval
[−1/2, 1/2] describes the shape of the cycles appearing in the time series. This simple
model is yet insufficient for describing physiological time series because physiological
time series almost always vary in frequency and amplitude over time (due to the
dynamics of the underlying system). The phenomenological model proposed in [56,
58, 29] takes amplitude and frequency modulation into account. The oscillatory time
series f : R→ R is modeled as
f(t) = a(t)s(φ(t)) + T (t) + Φ(t) t ∈ R,(24)
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Pulse rate (bpm)
Figure 10. We show the same two-dimensional embedding depicted
in Figure 8 with a different coloring scheme. We color the i-th pulse
according to the quantity 60fs/ai − ai−1, known as the instantaneous pulse
rate (in beats per minute). The pulse rate surges in response to the
stimulus and then descends below the original resting rate.
where
• a ∈ C1(R)∩L∞(R) is a positive, smooth function describing amplitude mod-
ulation;
• s ∈ C1,α(R) is 1-periodic and describes the shape of the oscillations in the
time series (coined the wave-shape function [56]);
• φ ∈ C2(R) is a smooth, monotonically-increasing function describing phase
modulation (φ′ ∈ L∞(R) is termed the instantaneous frequency of f);
• T ∈ C1(R) is the trend that intuitively is locally constant [12, (6)];
• Φ: R → R models the inevitable random noise, which we assume to be sta-
tionary.
In this work, we always assume that the trend has been removed. For this reason, we
do not mention a trend term in the definition of the wave-shape oscillatory model.
Since a and φ′ are not required to be constant, this model is suitable for describing
physiological time series that change in amplitude and frequency over time (with
some degree of regularity). Under this phenomenological model, the usual mission in
time series analysis is estimating a, s, φ, and the statistical properties of Φ from one
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realization of f . To ensure identifiability, we need to assume that a and φ′ are slowly
varying. To be specific, we say that a and φ′ are slowly varying with parameter  > 0
if the following conditions hold.
• |a′(t)| ≤ φ′(t) for all t ∈ R;
• |φ′′(t)| ≤ φ′(t) for all t ∈ R.
When we recover a and φ, we are recovering dynamical information about the system
being monitored in a limited (but in many cases sufficient) sense. When we recover s,
we are recovering a representation of the “mean” state for the system. This statement
will be made more precise later, but it corresponds well with traditional approaches
to cardivascular waveform analysis. We now provide some specific examples of how
a and φ encode the changing physiological state of the system being monitored.
Example 1. The instantaneous amplitude of a single-lead ECG signal is directly
related to respiratory volume (see Figure 11). When the lung is full of air, the ECG
electrode moves further from the heart, and thoracic impedance increases, causing
the amplitude of the recorded ECG signal to decrease. On the other hand, when the
lung is empty, the ECG electrode moves closer to the heart, and thoracic impedance
decreases [15, Chapter 8]. This relationship between respiratory volume and the am-
plitude of the ECG signal has lead to the design of algorithms which estimate the
respiratory signal from the ECG signal. The estimated respiratory signal is called
the ECG-derived respiration (EDR) signal. We discuss EDR in Section 4.
Example 2. While the pulse rate of the sinoatrial (SA) node is constant, heart
rate is generally not constant [43]. This discrepancy is caused by neural and neuro-
chemical influences on the pathway from the SA node to the cardiac muscles. Heart
rate can be modeled as the instantaneous frequency of the ECG signal (see Figure 12);
variations in heart rate (which correspond to frequency modulation of the ECG sig-
nal) are the main object of study in the field of heart rate variability (HRV) analysis
[36].
The wave-shape function s deserves some more discussion. In particular, we discuss
the physiological information it encodes and how recovering s is akin to traditional
electrophysiological practices. When analyzing ECG, electrocardiologists derive phys-
iological information from the cardiac waveform independently of the amplitude and
frequency modulation inherent in the signal. Their approach could be called a land-
mark approach to biomedical time series analysis, wherein they notice that the com-
ponents of the cardiac wave-shape (as manifested in the ECG) correspond to different
stages of heart contraction (and hence the heart substructures that are active during
those stages). Landmarks on the enigmatic template are conventionally labeled as
shown in Figure 13, and each deflection corresponds to a particular stage of heart
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Figure 11. The instantaneous amplitude of an ECG signal gives sur-
rogate respiratory information. Top: we plot a respiratory flow signal
in blue; bottom: we plot the simultaneously-recorded ECG signal and
illustrate its amplitude modulation in a traditional way using the dot-
ted pink lines.
contraction.
Example 3. When diagnosing atrial fibrillation (a cardiac arrhythmia associ-
ated with heart failure and stroke) using the ECG signal, cardiologists look for the
absence of P waves, among other considerations (see Figure 14). The cardiac cy-
cle is assessed independently of the frequency modulation caused by heart rate, the
amplitude modulation caused by respiration, and the noise in the signal. In atrial fib-
rillation, an additional confounding factor when recovering the cardiac wave-shape s
is the presence of a noise-like component called the fibrillatory wave (f -wave). Atrial
fibrillation, including its modeling and analysis, is a challenging topic to which the
wave-shape oscillatory model has been implicitly applied [33].
Example 4. When diagnosing myocardial infarction (blockage of the coronary
artery), electrocardiologists look for a phenomenon called ST segment elevation,
wherein the cardiac wave-shape in any precordial lead reaches an electric potential
of approximately 0.2 mV between the S and T landmarks. While a high heart rate
usually accompanies a heart attack, assessing the cardiac wave-shape independently
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Figure 12. The instantaneous frequency of an ECG signal is known
as the instantaneous heart rate. In red, we plot the instantaneous heart
rate signal corresponding to the ECG signal in black.
P
Q
R
S
T
U
Figure 13. Landmarks on the enigmatic ECG template correspond to
distinct stages of a healthy heart contraction. The P wave corresponds
to the depolarization of the atria, the QRS complex corresponds to
the depolarization of the ventricles, the T wave corresponds to the
repolarization of the ventricles, and the U wave corresponds to the
repolarization of the papillary muscles.
of the heart rate allows physicians to detect the difference between, for example, high
heart rates that accompany physical activity and high heart rates that accompany
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Figure 14. Atrial fibrillation is characterized by a lack of P waves,
irregularly-occurring ventricular contractions, and a rapid component
called the fibrillatory wave.
adverse cardiac events.
Example 5. In ECG-based cardiac waveform analysis, the QT interval is the
length of time between the start of the Q wave and the end of the T wave. Since
heart rate is known to be negatively correlated with cardiac cycle duration, QT inter-
val lengths are commonly corrected so that the QT interval lengths of subjects with
different heart rates can be effectively compared. This correction process roughly
amounts to recovering the duration of s independently of any frequency modulation.
An abnormal QT interval is associated with an increased risk for sudden cardiac
death. In clinical trials for new medications, pharmaceutical companies use the cor-
rected QT interval to assess the increased risk for sudden cardiac death that a patient
taking the new drug will incur.
We return to a mathematical discussion of the wave-shape function. Due to the
smoothness of s, it has a point-wise Fourier representation
(25) s(t) = α0 +
∞∑
k=1
αk cos(2pikt+ βk) t ∈ R,
where α0 ∈ R and αk ≥ 0 are associated with the Fourier coefficients of s, and
βk ∈ [0, 2pi). Hence, we have the following expansion for a(t)s(φ(t)) in (24):
(26) a(t)s(φ(t)) = a(t)
[
α0 +
∞∑
k=1
αk cos(2pikφ(t) + βk)
]
t ∈ R.
The signal a(t)s(φ(t)) can be interpreted in two different ways. First, we could view
it as an oscillatory signal with one oscillatory component; in this case, the oscillation
is non-sinusoidal. Second, we could view it as an oscillatory signal with multiple
oscillatory components, each having a cosine oscillatory pattern; in this case, we
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call the first oscillatory component a(t)α1 cos(2piφ(t) + β1) the fundamental compo-
nent and a(t)αk cos(2pikφ(t) + βk) (for k ≥ 2) the k-th multiple of the fundamental
component. Clearly, α0 is the zero-frequency term of the wave-shape function, and
the instantaneous frequency of the k-th multiple is k-times that of the fundamen-
tal component. The second viewpoint is easier to analyze theoretically (e.g. via
time-frequency methods such as the short-time Fourier transform and its associated
synchrosqueezed representation). However, as described in the above examples, the
first viewpoint is more physiological and coincides well with traditional electrophysi-
ological practices. Physicians diagnose various cardiac diseases by reading the wave-
shape function. However, physicians read the wave-shape in the time domain and
not in terms of its Fourier decomposition. We have thus confirmed the utility of the
wave-shape function for modeling and studying an oscillatory biomedical time series.
7.2. Generalizing the Phenomenological Model. While the phenomenological
model (24) is able to capture the non-sinusoidal nature of cycles in an oscillatory
biomedical time series, it does not capture time-dependent changes in oscillatory
morphology (aside from those deviations due to amplitude and frequency modula-
tion). Physiologically, this time-varying oscillatory morphology is important. Mod-
eling changes in oscillatory morphology is especially relevant due to the increased
prevalence of long-term, mobile cardiac monitoring.
Example 6. During a surgical procedure in which a general anesthetic is re-
quired, dosage is varied and administered based on the discretion of the supervising
anesthesiologist or nurse anesthetist; vital signs are recorded for the duration of the
procedure, which may be several hours. The changing concentration of anesthetic in
the body will continuously modulate the cardiac or pulse wave-shape of the patient.
The dynamics underlying general anesthesia are discussed in [54], and the analysis is
extended to ABP signals.
Example 7. In the mobile monitoring of patients suspected of having heart dis-
ease, recordings are many hours long. However, adverse cardiac events such as parox-
ysmal supraventricular tachycardia or myocardial ischemia are only a few minutes in
duration; the rest of the time, the patient appears normal. In this case, the cardiac
wave-shape changes depending on the modulating cardiac health of the patient being
monitored.
Motivated by the above examples, the phenomenological model is generalized to
fully capture the time-varying morphology of cycles [31]. A similar model is con-
sidered in the followup research articles [57, 59]. The main idea is intuitive. We
generalize {αk}∞k=0 in (25) to be time-varying: for each k ≥ 0 we let a(t)αk be a new
function Ak(t). We also let each kφ(t) + βk/(2pi) be a new function φk(t). We then
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have
(27) a(t)s(φ(t)) = A0(t) +
∞∑
k=1
Ak(t) cos(2piφk(t)) t ∈ R,
where Ak and φk satisfy a few conditions. In addition to the slowly varying assump-
tion imposed in the phenomenological model, we have
• |φ′k(t)− kφ′1(t)| ≤ φ′1(t) for all k ∈ N+, where φ′1 > 0;
• Ak(t) ≤ ckA1(t) for all k ∈ N+, where A1 > 0 and {ck}∞k=1 is an `1 sequence;
• |φ′′k(t)| ≤ kφ′1(t) for all k ∈ N+;
• |A′k(t)| ≤ ckφ′1(t) for all k ∈ N+.
Other regularity conditions listed in [31, Definition 2.1] also hold. Here, the conditions
|φ′k(t) − kφ′1(t)| ≤ φ′1(t) and Ak(t) ≤ ckA1(t) capture the fact that the wave-shape
is not fixed. The conditions |φ′′k(t)| ≤ kφ′1(t) and |A′k(t)| ≤ ckφ′1(t) capture the fact
that the wave-shape may not change dramatically from one cycle to the next.
While this model has been used to design algorithms which handle various phys-
iological problems such as fetal ECG analysis [46], fetal magnetocardiography [25],
simultaneous heart rate and respiratory rate estimation from the PPG [13], and
cardiogenic artifact recycling [32], its dependence on the slowly varying wave-shape
assumption limits its applicability to physiological time series. Moreover, since the
generalized phenomenological model [31] encodes the time-varying nature of the wave-
shape function in the frequency domain, the wave-shape function interacts with the
instantaneous frequency in a non-trivial way, which further limits its ability to inde-
pendently quantify dynamics encoded by the instantaneous frequency and the time-
varying wave-shape. Specifically, when the subject is not of normal physiology, the
model is limited.
Example 8. Premature ventricular contractions are heartbeats which are not triggered
by the SA node but instead originate in the ventricles (the lower compartment of the
heart). The frequency at which these beats occur is associated with congestive heart
failure [19]. Premature ventricular contractions manifest as the heart skipping a beat
and appear at seemingly random times. Morphologically, they appear very different
from beats triggered by the SA node, and a signal featuring premature ventricular
contractions will not adhere to the slowly varying wave-shape assumption (see Fig-
ure 15). A patient may have multiple morphologically distinct types of premature
ventricular contractions, in which case his or her risk for cardiac disease increases.
We refer readers with interest in the generalized phenomenological model to [31,
57, 59] for its theoretical details and to [46, 25, 13, 32] for applications. As useful
as this model is, it cannot capture the (non-slowly) time-varying morphology of cy-
cles in an oscillatory biomedical time series. Specifically, we have interest in those
dynamics which are encoded by variations in cycle morphology that are independent
of amplitude and frequency modulation.
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Figure 15. ECG signals featuring premature ventricular contractions
are difficult to model because the wave-shape is not slowly varying.
Premature ventricular contractions are morphologically distinct from
normal beats and are not triggered by the SA node.
7.3. Connecting the phenomenological model to the wave-shape oscillatory
model. We show that for a given signal satisfying the phenomenological model, the
collection of all oscillatory patterns can be well-approximated by a compact, two-
dimensional, one-chart Riemannian C1-manifold. The slowly varying assumption is
used to show that each oscillatory pattern in the physiological signal is close to one
whose amplitude and frequency are constant. The following theorem says that the
collection of all such constant-amplitude, constant-frequency oscillatory patterns is
a one-chart manifold. We use this opportunity to refer to the simulation of such a
one-chart wave-shape manifold in Figure 2.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose s ∈ C2(R) is a function whose support is a subset of [−1/2, 1/2].
Let U = I1 × I2, where I1 ⊂ (0,∞) and I2 ⊂ (1,∞) are two open intervals of finite
lengths. Define a map Φ: U → H ⊂ L2(R) by sending an ordered pair (a, f) ∈ U
to the function R 3 t 7→ as(ft). Then Φ is a C1-diffeomorphism onto an open subset
M := Φ(U) ⊂ L2(R); that is, M is a manifold with one chart.
Proof. Note that since s ∈ C2c (R), Φ(U) ⊂ C2c (R). Suppose (a1, f1) 6= (a2, f2) while
(28) ‖Φ(a1, f1)− Φ(a2, f2)‖2 = 0.
We abuse the notation and denote Φ(a1, f1) = a1s(f1t) to simplify the discussion
when there is no danger of confusion. Since s continuous, we have
(29) a1s(f1t) = a2s(f2t)
for all t ∈ R. Suppose a1s(f1t) has support [a, b] ⊂ [−1/2f1, 1/2f1]. Without loss
of generality, assume f2 > f1, a < 0, and b > 0. The support of a2s(f2t) is thus
[af1/f2, bf1/f2] ⊂ [a, b]. Hence, we can find x ∈ [a, af1/f2] ∪ [bf1/f2, b] so that
a1s(f1x) 6= 0 but a2s(f2x) = 0, which contradicts (29). As a result, we have shown
that Φ is one-to-one and onto M := Φ(U).
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We claim that the total differential of Φ is
(30) DΦ|(a0,f0)(h1, h2) = h1s(f0t) + h2a0ts′(f0t),
where (a0, f0) ∈ U and (h1, h2) ∈ R2. Note that Φ is a Hilbert space-valued function.
Indeed, when (h1, h2) = (a− a0, f − f0), we have
Φ(a, f)− Φ(a0, f0)−DΦ|(a0,f0)(a− a0, f − f0)(31)
= as(ft)− a0s(f0t)− [(a− a0)s(f0t) + (f − f0)a0ts′(f0t)]
= a0[s(ft)− s(f0t)− (f − f0)ts′(f0t)] + (a− a0)(s(ft)− s(f0t)).
By the integral form of Taylor’s expansion, we have
s(ft)− s(f0t) =
∫ f
f0
ts′(zt) dz(32)
and
s(ft)− s(f0t)− (f − f0)ts′(f0t) =
∫ f
f0
(f − z)t2s′′(zt) dz.(33)
Here, we view s(ft) as a function of f . Next, we bound the L2 norm of (31). Indeed,
we have ∥∥∥∫ f
f0
(f − z)t2s′′(zt) dz
∥∥∥
L2
(34)
=
∫ ∫ f
f0
∫ f
f0
(f − z)t2s′′(zt)(f − z′)t2s′′(z′t) dzdz′dt
=
∫ f
f0
∫ f
f0
(f − z)(f − z′)
[ ∫
t2s′′(zt)t2s′′(z′t) dt
]
dzdz′.
Note that since s ∈ C2c (R), we have∣∣∣ ∫ t2s′′(zt)t2s′′(z′t) dt∣∣∣ ≤ (∫ t4|s′′(zt)|2 dt)1/2(∫ t4|s′′(z′t)|2 dt)1/2 = C
zz′
for some C > 0 depending on the fourth absolute moment of s′′ only. As a result,∥∥∥∫ f
f0
(f − z)t2s′′(zt) dz
∥∥∥
L2
≤ C
∫ f
f0
∫ f
f0
|(f − z)(f − z′)|
zz′
dzdz′(35)
≤ C
f 20
(∫ f
f0
|f − z| dz
)2
=
C|f − f0|4
4f 20
.
Similarly, we can bound
∫ f
f0
ts′(zt) dz. Therefore,
‖Φ(a, f)− Φ(a0, f0)−DΦ|(a0,f0)(a− a0, f − f0)‖L2 ≤ C|f − f0|4,(36)
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which leads to
‖Φ(a, f)− Φ(a0, f0)−DΦ|(a0,f0)(a− a0, f − f0)‖L2
‖(a− a0, f − f0)‖ → 0(37)
when ‖(a− a0, f − f0)‖ → 0. To finish the proof, we show that the total differential
of Φ at (a, f) ∈ U , DΦ|(a,f), is of full rank for any (a, f) ∈ U . It suffices to show that
s(ft) and ats′(ft) are linearly independent in L2(R). Suppose there are constants
c1, c2 ∈ R such that for all t ∈ R,
(38) c1s(ft) = c2ats
′(ft).
Suppose c1 6= 0. In this case, c2 6= 0; otherwise, we have a contradiction. Since
s ∈ C2c (R), there exists t 6= 0 such that s(ft) 6= 0 is the extremal value of s; that
is, fs′(ft) = 0. Since f > 0, s′(ft) = 0. Therefore, we have c1s(ft) 6= 0 but
c2ats
′(ft) = 0, which is a contradiction. As a result, we conclude that c1 = 0. In
this case, c2 must be 0; otherwise, we have a contradiction. This concludes the claim
that DΦ|(a,f) is of full rank. We conclude that Φ: U →M is a differomorphism. 
See Figure 2 for an example of the wave-shape manifold in Theorem 7.1. We can
clearly see the nonlinear structure of the one-chart wave-shape manifold determined
by the wave-shape function s (the db4 wavelet). We scale and dilate s by indepen-
dently sampling amplitudes uniformly from I1 = [3/4, 5/4] and frequencies uniformly
from I2 = [1, 9]. We visualize the wave-shape manifold by linearly projecting a set of
N = 2500 discretized wave-shape functions from R7169 to R3. Each point is a wave-
shape function t 7→ as(ft); red corresponds to high frequencies, and blue corresponds
to low frequencies. Next, we show that for a signal satisfying the phenomenological
model (24), it can be well-approximated by the manifold indicated in Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.2. Take  > 0 to be sufficiently small. Consider f : R → R satisfying
the phenomenological model (24):
(39) f(t) = A(t) s (φ(t)) .
Assume without loss of generality that inft∈RA(t) > 0 and inft∈R φ′(t) = 1. Define
tn := φ
−1(n), where n ∈ Z, and define functions on R as
(40) gn(t) :=
{
A(tn)s(φ
′(tn)t) if −12φ′(tn) ≤ t ≤ 12φ′(tn)
0 otherwise,
and
(41) fn(t) :=
{
A(tn + t)s(φ(tn + t)) if
−1
2φ′(tn) ≤ t ≤ 12φ′(tn)
0 otherwise.
We then have uniformly over n that
(42) ‖gn − fn‖∞ ≤ C ,
where C = C(‖A‖∞, ‖φ′‖∞, ‖s‖C1 , ‖φ′′‖∞).
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Proof. Note that for each n ∈ Z, gn and fn are all supported in [−1/2, 1/2]. By a
direct calculation, we have
|gn(t)− fn(t)| ≤|A(tn)− A(tn + t)||s(φ′(tn)t)|(43)
+ A(tn + t)|s(φ′(tn)t)− s(φ(tn + t))| .
for all t ∈ [−1/2, 1/2], and |gn(t)− fn(t)| = 0 for all t /∈ [−1/2, 1/2]. By a direct bound,
we have
|A(tn)− A(tn + t)| ≤
∫ tn+t
tn
|A′(x)| dx ≤ 
∫ tn+t
tn
[φ′(tn) +
∫ x
tn
φ′′(z) dx] dx
≤ φ′(tn)|t|+ 1
2
‖φ′′‖∞|t|2 ≤ 1
2

[
φ′(tn) +
1
4
‖φ′′‖∞
]
,(44)
where the last bound holds since we only need to control t ∈ [−1/2, 1/2]. For the other
term, note that
s(φ(tn + t)) = s
(
φ(tn) + φ
′(tn)t+
∫ tn+t
tn
φ′′(z)z dz
)
(45)
= s
(
φ′(tn)t+
∫ tn+t
tn
φ′′(z)z dz
)
since φ(tn) ∈ Z and s is 1-periodic. Therefore, by denoting J :=
∫ tn+t
tn
φ′′(z)z dz, we
have
|s(φ′(tn)t)− s(φ(tn + t))| ≤
∫ tn+J
tn
|s′(x)| dx = J‖s′‖∞.(46)
J is controlled in the same way:
|J | ≤ 
∫ tn+t
tn
φ′(z)z dz ≤ 
∫ tn+t
tn
z
[
φ′(tn) +
∫ z
tn
φ′′(w) dw
]
dz
≤ 
(
φ′(tn)|t|2 + 1
3
‖φ′′‖∞|t|3
)
≤ 1
4

(
φ′(tn) +
1
6
‖φ′′‖∞
)
.
As a result, we obtain the claim with C = C(‖A‖∞, ‖φ′‖∞, ‖s‖C1 , ‖φ′′‖∞). 
A direct consequence of this theorem is that {gn}n∈Z is a subset of the one-
chart manifold M := Φ(U) described in Theorem 7.1, where U = Ia × If , Ia =
(infnA(tn), supnA(tn)) and If = (1, supn φ
′(tn)). As a result, the collection of oscil-
latory cycles, {fn}n∈Z, can be parametrized byM up to a controllable error depending
on C(‖A‖∞, ‖φ′‖∞, ‖s‖C1 , ‖φ′′‖∞). We mention that a similar argument can be ap-
plied to the signal satisfying the generalized phenomenological model summarized in
Section 7.2 with more tedious notation and calculation. Since it does not shed more
light upon the topic, we omit the details.
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8. Theoretical support for the proposed algorithm
The diffusion maps algorithm is proposed as a tool for recovering the wave-shape
manifold and hence the dynamics along its surface. Behind the diffusion maps algo-
rithm are a number of theoretical results which guarantee its effectiveness and which
we summarize here. We need the following two assumptions regarding the wave-shape
manifold.
Assumption 8.1. Assume the wave-shape manifoldMf is an m-dimensional, closed
(compact without boundary), and smooth Riemmanian manifold embedded in Rp with
the Riemmanian metric g induced from the canonical metric of Rp, where m ≤ p.
We assume that S = {si}ni=1 is independently and identically sampled from a random
vector S : (Ω,F ,P)→ Rp, where the range of S is supported on Mf .
Assumption 8.2. We assume that the induced measure S∗P on the Borel sigma
algebra on Mf is absolutely continuous with respect to the Riemannian measure dVg.
Furthermore, we assume that the function p := S∗P
dVg
: Mf → R+ given by Radon-
Nikodym theorem is bounded away from zero and is sufficiently smooth. We call p the
probability density function (p.d.f.) on Mf associated with S. When p is a constant
function, we say S is uniform; otherwise, S is nonuniform.
8.1. Recovery of the dynamics. Denote by gk and µk the k-th eigenfunction and
eigenvalue of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆g of the d-dim wave-shape manifold
Mf , where k ∈ N; that is ∆ggk = −µkgk. According to basic elliptic theory [7], the
spectrum of ∆g is discrete and accumulates at ∞; that is, µ1 = µ2 = . . . = µnc =
0 < µnc+1 ≤ µnc+2, . . ., where nc ∈ N is the number of connected components of
Mf , and the dimension of each eigenspace, denoted as Ek, is finite, except at the
accumulation eigenvalue. We denote by φk and λ˜k the k-th eigenvector and eigenvalue
of the GL h−1(I −D−1W ) constructed from the point cloud Sf = {si}ni=1 ⊂ Rp (9).
Note that λk = 1− hλ˜k and that the GL and the diffusion operator A have the same
eigenvectors.
Now, assume Assumptions 8.1 and 8.2 hold, and assume that p is uniformly
bounded from below and above. Suppose ϕ : R → Mf represents the dynamics
in which we have interest so that ϕ(tj) = sj; that is, sj is located at time tj. We now
claim that we can recover the dynamics ϕ by the DM.
Under the above setup, recall the recent L∞ spectral convergence result reported
in [20, Theorem 2]. Fix K ∈ N and consider h = h(n) so that h = n− 24d+15 (note
that the bandwidth in [20, Theorem 2] is 2, while in this work the bandwidth is h).
When n is sufficiently large, depending on K, For all k ≤ K, with probability at least
1− n−2, we have
(47) |λ˜k − µk| ≤ Ω1h3/4
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and
max
si
|akφk(i)− gk(xi)| ≤ Ω2h1/4 ,
where ak ∈ {−1, 1}, Ω1 and Ω2 depend on the curvature and density function. We
refer readers with interest to [20, Theorem 2] for a detailed description of all relevant
quantities. As a result, for each fixed k ≤ K, we have
(48) |λ˜k − µk| → 0 and max
si
|φk(i)− gk(si)| → 0
when n → ∞ almost surely. This spectral convergence result of the GL emphasizes
what φk estimates. Particularly, by composing the eigenvectors and the temporal
information, the above shows that φk = [φk(1), . . . , φk(n)]
> is actually an estimate
of [gk ◦ ϕ(t1), . . . , gk ◦ ϕ(tn)]> but not a direct estimate of the intrinsic dynamics.
However, it does contain useful information concerning the intrinsic dynamics; in
this sense the product of the proposed algorithm is a surrogate for the dynamics of
interest.
The above result can be immediately combined with the spectral embedding theory
[7, 8] to justify how the DM recovers the manifold, and hence the dynamics on
it. The spectral embedding of Mf is defined as follows [8]. Take an L2(Mf ) basis
a = {gk}∞k=1 ∈ Π∞k=1O(dim(Ek)). Define
(49) Ψat : x 7→ (2t)
m+2
4
√
2(4pi)
m
4 (e−tµkgk(x))∞k=1 ∈ `2,
where t > 0 is the diffusion time. It is shown in [8, Theorem 5] that Ψat is not only
an embedding for any t > 0, but also an almost-isometric embedding when t > 0 is
sufficiently small; that is, the pulled-back metric (Ψat )
∗can, where can is the canonical
metric on `2, satisfies
(50) (Ψat )
∗can = g +
2t
3
(1
2
Scalgg − Ricg
)
+O(t2)
when t → 0, where Scalg is the scalar curvature and Ricg is the Ricci curvature.
Recently, the spectral embedding theory of the Laplace-Beltrami operator was gen-
eralized to the finite-dimensional setting [6, 41]. Denote by κ a lower bound on the
Ricci curvature of Mf . Then, for a given tolerable error  > 0, there exists a t0 =
t0(m, , κ, ι0) such that for all 0 < t < t0, there exists an NE = NE(m, , t, κ, ι0, V ),
where ι0 is the lower bound of injectivity radius and V is the upper bound of the
volume, such that if q ≥ NE, the finite-dimensional map
(51) Ψ
a,(q)
t : x 7→
√
2(4pi)
m
4 (2t)
m+2
4 (e−tµkgk(x))
q
k=1 ∈ Rq
is an embedding and satisfies
(52) 1−  ≤ ‖(dΨa,(q)t )x‖ ≤ 1 + .
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Note that the DM defined in (13) truncated to q coordinates can be viewed as a
discretization of Ψ
a,(q)
t without the universal constant (2t)
m+2
4
√
2(4pi)
m
4 , while the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are estimated from the data.
Now, we put everything together. For a given sufficiently small , take 0 < t <
t0(m, , κ, ι0). Fix q ≥ NE(m, , t, κ, ι0, V ). When n is sufficiently large, with high
probability, the spectral convergence (47) holds for all k-th eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors when k ≤ q. As a result, when n is finite, with high probability, the DM recovers
the manifold Mf due to the finite spectral embedding (51).
8.2. Robustness to noise. A real physiological time series is inevitably noisy. The
wave-shape xi ∈ Xf is a noisy version of si ∈ Sf ⊂Mf . When the data is noisy, it has
been shown in [21, 22] that under some mild assumptions, the DM is robust to noise,
which we summarize here. Denote by W and W0 the affinity matrices associated
with Xf and Sf respectively. By [21, 22] when the connection group is the trivial
SO(1) := {1} group, if supi,j |Wi,j − (W0)i,j| ≤  for  > 0, and infi
∑
j 6=iWi,j/n > γ
and γ > , we have
(53) ‖A(W )− A(W0)‖ ≤ 
γ
(
1 +
1
γ − 
)
,
where ‖ · ‖ is the operator norm. By Weyl’s inequality and the Davis-Kahan sin(θ)
theorem, the first q′ eigenvectors and eigenvalues are well-reconstructed up to an
controllable error, where the number q′ depends on the noise level. When q′ is large
enough so that q′ ≥ NE(m, , t, κ, ι, V ), with the finite-dimensional embedding result,
we are guaranteed a reconstruction of the manifold. We thus conclude that the DM
affords us a reconstruction of the clean manifold up to a tolerable error.
